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Title: Richard Fox Collection (1934- ) 
Origin or Donor: Richard Fox, Ph.D. 
Inclusive Dates: 1932-1994 
Size & Location: One carton, not quite full; Box (carton) #60, Morrell Park storage. 
Accession Number: 97.015.Fox; 00.006.Fox  
Arrangement: Chronological for the reprints, other material as added to the collection. 
Biographical Note or History: [to be added later] 
Scope and Content: An inclusive collection of reprints covering virtually all rabbit research 
between 1932 and 1994, predominately by Paul Sawin and his students, and staff of The Jackson 
Laboratory at Hamilton Station. 
Inventory (Folder list): 
F1 1932-40 F8 1966-69 
F2 1941-44 F9 1970-71 
F3 1945-48 F10 1972-73 
F4 1949-54 F11 1974-75 
F5 1955-57 F12 1976-77 
F6 1958-62 F13 1978-80 
F7 1963-65 F14 1981-94 
F15 History of Hamilton Station and reprints on rabbit research, 1960, 1976, 1977. 
F16 Carworth Farms Newsletter, #1-#92 (#8 missing), 1946-1973.  
SEE ALSO: location: 
RG6 Department Records: 
.6 Rabbit Colony at Hamilton Station, 1947. 7.13 
.7 Rules for Animal Health at Hamilton Station 16.12 
RG10 Publications: 
C.6 Handbook On Genetically Standardized JAX Rabbits, 1st edition. 46.2 
RG14 Staff Information: 
.1 Sawin, Paul; retirement biographical sketch & bibliography. V 
Media and Museum Collection 
Photographs: 
Animal Photograph Box, Rabbits Folder; 12 images & 2 contact sheets 
#2389 First litter in world from frozen semen, with mother.  	  
